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Summary:

Inspection on September 22-26, October 14-17, 1980 - Report No. 50-206/80-26
Areas Inspected: Special unannounced inspection by regional based Inspectors to
review implementation of the radiation protection program during the steam generator
repair activity including: planning and preparation, qualification and training,
exposure control, respiratory protection, posting and control of radiation and radioactive
materials, and surveys. Use of the NFS-4 spent fuel shipping containers was reviewed
from a radiation protection point of view. In addition, the licensee's evaluation
of previously identified unresolved item regarding personnel exposures inside steam
generator channel heads, and the licensee's response td Immediate Action letters dated
September 5 and October 2, 1980 were reviewed. The inspection involved 100 inspector
hours on site by two regional based inspectors.
Results: Of the areas Inspected, four Items of noncompliance: 10 CFR 20.101, 10 CFR
20.201(b), 10 CFR 20.202, and Technical Specification 6.11 associated with personnel
entries into the steam generator channel heads are described in Paragraph 2. Four
items of noncompliance: 10 CFR 20.103(a)(3), 10 CFR 20.201(b) and Technical Specifications
.3and 6.11 associated with handling the NFS-4 shipping container are described
W
.n Paragraph 3. Two items of noncompliance: 10 CFR 20.103(c), and 10 CFR 20.203(f)
not associated with a specific event are described in Paragraph 4.
RV Form 219 (2)

DETAILS

1.

Persons Contacted
Licensee Representatives:
+R. Dietch, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations
+J. Haynes, Manager, Nuclear Operations
*+D. Nunn, Manager, Quality Assurance
*+H. Ottoson, Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Safety
*+J. Curran, Plant Manager, San Onofre
+B. Curtis, Project Manager, Steam Generator Repair Project
*R. Brunet, Superintendent, Unit 1
*+J. Dunn, Project Quality Assurance Supervisor
*+G. McDonald, Quality Assurance/Quality Control Supervisor
*+J. Tate, Supervisor, Plant Operations
*+R. Warnock, Chemistry and Radiation Protection Supervisor
+M.Wharton, Supervising Engineer, Unit 1
Non Licensee Representatives:
+B. Allen, Consultant
G. Collier, Proto-Power Management Corporation
+F. Lesko, Proto-Power Managemnent Corporation
T. Eglinton, Westinghouse

D.Gradischek, Protractor

J. Kelly, Allied Nuclear Inc.
F. Danese, Nuclear Assurance Corporation
W. Pike, NUS Corporation
D. McLaughlin, Atlantic Nuclear Services
J. McLaughlin, Atlantic Nuclear Services
+R. Rutland, Management Analysis Company
*Denotes those individuals attending the preliminary exit interview on
September 26, 1980.
+Denotes those individuals attending the exit interview on October 17, 1980.
In addition to the individuals noted above the inspectors met with and
interviewed numerous other members of the licensee's and contractor's
staffs.
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2.

Licensee Action on Previous Unresolved Item
(Closed) (50-206/80-23-01) Unresolved item involving individual's exposure
to radiation when working inside the steam generator channel heads.
During the August 18-22, 1980 inspection, the inspector identified from
review of radiation survey data that it appeared workers' heads, lens
of eye, skin and extremities may have received a significantly greater
dose than was measured by chest worn film badges and self reading pocket
dosimeters. The inspector interviewed the Chemistry and Radiation Protection
Supervisor, Chemistry and Radiation Protection .Foreman and the Health
Physics Engineer responsible for implementation of the licensee's radiation
protection program during the outage period from April thru August 1980.
These individuals acknowledged that a survey or evaluation had not been
made as required to demonstrate the appropriateness of monitoring
individuals' dose by chest worn dosimetry when working in the non uniform
and complex radiation environment of the steam generator channel heads.
Failure to perform a survey or evaluation of the radiation hazard incident
to work inside the steam generator during the second and third quarter
of 1980 to comply with the personnel monitoring requirements expressed
in 10 CFR 20.202 and the permissible dose standard expressed in 10 CFR
20.101 represents noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.201, "Surveys"; (50-206/80-26-01)

The licensee representative stated that their basis for providing only
chest worn dosimetry was their impression that this is the generally
accepted method for monitoring personnel radiation exposure.

The inspector discussed with the licensee representatives the recommendations
of the National Committee on Radiation Protection regarding dose received
to an organ as stated in Section 4.6 of National Bureau of Standards
Handbook 59, "Permissible Dose From External Sources of Idnizing Radiation".
This section states in part that: "When the variation is large, an average
dose for the region of the organ receiving the largest dose is appropriate".
Failure to provide personnel monitoring devices to measure the dose
received by workers' heads while inside the steam generator channel heads
represents noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.202, "Personnel Monitoring".
(50-206/80-26-02)
The licensee representative stated that all future entrants into the steam
generator channel head would be required to wear multiple dosimetric
devices to measure dose to their head, chest, and extremities, and that
surveys would be performed to establish the nature and uniformity of
the radiation field. This data would then be evaluated and corrections
made to dose records of individuals who had received exposure inside the
channel heads.
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On September 2, 1980 the licensee reported to NRC pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72 that based on dosimetric data collected from individuals who entered
the steam generator channel head wearing multiple film badges and self
reading dosimeters on various parts of their bodies that the previously
chest worn single film badge may have underestimated a workers dose
by a factor somewhere in the range 1.2 to 2.8.
The licensee used the most conservative ratio of 2.8 to identify 73 workers
that could have received a dose in excess of the 3 rem value specified
in 10 CFR 20.101 during the third calendar quarter of 1980. These individuals
were restricted from further exposure until their dose could be more
accurately determined.
On September 25, 1980 the inspector selected 8 individuals from the potential
73 and verified by record review and discussion that none of the 8 had
received any additional dose after September 2, 1980 without prior determination
that they had not actually received a dose in excess of 3 rem.
On October 1, 1980 the licensee reported pursuant to 10 CFR 20.405 that
their evaluation had determined eleven individuals during the second
calendar quarter and four individuals during the third calendar quarter
of 1980 may have received a dose greater than 3 rem and that no individual
could have exceeded his accumulated lifetime dose limit. The maximum
dose received by any individual was reported as 4.082 rem.
Failure to limit to 3 rem the whole body dose received by at least eleven
individuals in the second and four individuals in the third calendar
quarter of 1980 represents noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.101, "Radiation dose
standards for individuals in restricted area." (50-206/80-26-03).
Review of exposure records indicated that the individuals reported pursuant
to 10 CFR 20.405 had been sent a report of their corrected dose as required
by 10 CFR 20.409. Restricted area entry logs and dose records were reviewed
and indicated that none of the four individuals identified for the third
quarter had received any additional dose after September 2, 1980.
At the time of this inspection (October 14-17, 1980) the licensee's formal
evaluation of the steam generator workers exposure had been completed
but was in the form of a first typing draft. The analysis had not yet
been reviewed or accepted by licensee management.
The inspectors reviewed the analysis, the supporting data, and held
discussions with responsible Ticensee representatives involved in the
evaluation.
The following items were considered by the licensee in their evaluation:
Film badge response vs. orientation in the steam generator channelhead
Average gamma energy in the steam generator channelhead
Radiation surveys of the steam generator channelhead
Minimum probable exposure for one steam generator channelhead entry
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Measured exposures to the head, trunk and extremities of steam
generator channel head entrants
Energy of the beta radiation present
Protection from beta exposure by protective clothing
Examination of the Radiation Exposure Permits for steam generator
work
Examination of the high radiation area log for steam generator
work
Examination of the Westinghouse maintained daily work log
Face-to-face and telephone interviews with involved personnel
Computerized search of the entire controlled area entry log for
potential steam generator channelhead entries during the second
and third calendar quarters of 1980.

Each item was reviewed by the inspectors and points of agreement, disagreement
and questions were presented to the licensee representatives. Because
the evaluation had not yet been formally approved by licensee management
only the major areas of inspector concern are noted below.
Having determined the average energy for beta radiation in the
channel heads to be about 90 Key, the licensee concluded that since
the skin of all indivi uals who had entered these areas were covered
by at least 58.8 mg/cm of protective clothing less than 2% of
the beta radiation would have resulted in dose to the skin.
Based on discussion with individuals involved in the initial steam
generator entries that took place on April 12 and April 13, 1980
areas of skin on their faces were not protected during entries
made early in the outage.
Twenty-seven steam generator channelhead entrants and thirty eight
platform workers were monitored with multiple dosimetric devices
between September 2 and September 12, 1980. The observed ratios
are noted below.
PERTINENT RATIOS
AVERAGE

RANGE

STANDARD
DEVIATION

STEAM GENERATOR ENTRANTS:
Top of Head-to-chest
Average Head-to-chest

Eyes-to-chest
Hands-to-chest
Ankles-to-chest

.

1.62

1.32-2.02

0.21

1.36

1.09-1.65

0.15

1.35
1.28
0.80

1.06-1.68
0.26-1.78
0.43-1.03

0.17
0.34
0.17

0.87

0.20-1.56

0.23

0.93

0.48-1.50

0.19

PLATFORM WORKERS:
Head-to-chest

Gonad-to-chest

The licensee used 1.62 as the ratio to correct chest worn film badge
results for dose to the critical organ (head).
Neither the evaluation nor the supporting data explains why the average
ratio is appropriate in view of a lack of data to indicate the ratio
is independent of body position within the channelhead.
Specifically, raw data indicates that of the 27 observed ratios five
were in the range of 1.88 to 2.02. No facts indicate that these ratios
were Investigated to determine why they deviated from the average by
more than the standard deviation.
-

The analysis does not include a statement that dose records for individuals
whose exposure was corrected but did not exceed 3 rem will be officially
revised and the individual informed.

On November 20, 1980 the licensee submitted a supplemental 10 CFR 20.405
report prepared in response to the inspectors' review of the draft as
noted above. The report states that forty-two (42) individuals during
the second calendar quarter and twenty-four (24) individuals during the
third calendar quarter possibly received exposures in excess of 3 rem.
No individual received more than 5 rem, and exposure records and termination
reports will be corrected for all individuals Involved in steam generator
channel head entrance.
Detailed review of the licensee's final analysis will be made by NRC
in a subsequent inspection (50-206/80-26-04).
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Radiation Protection Procedure

S-VII-1.4, Revision 5, dated April 27, 1979, "Entering and Leaving Steam

Generators" states in D.5 that: "The Chemical Radiation Technician
shall record the entry time starting when the worker's head enters the
manway. The technician shall notify the worker when he must be out.
The technician shall record the time and dosimeter data on Form PSSO
245, High Radiation Exposure Dosimeter Log", and in E.3 that: "The
Chemical Radiation Technician shall read and record the worker's dosimeters."
Form PSSO 245 should have contained vital information necessary in the
evaluation of dose to individuals that had received exposure inside the
steam generators. Second to the dosimeter reading in importance was the
actual time the workers were inside the channelhead. Review of Form
PSSO 245 indicated few instances when the time was recorded. For example:
of ten Forms PSSO 245 reviewed for individuals working in the steam generators
from June 4 thru June 29, 1980, none of the forms contained the time
these workers were actually inside the channelhead. In at least three other
instances workers stated that they had entered the steam generators, however,
no Forms PSSO 245 were available to indicate either dose or time involved.
Failure to adhere to Radiation Protection Procedure S-VII-1.4 represents
noncompliance with Technical Specification Section 6.11 Radiation Protection
Program, (50-206/80-26-05).
3.

Use of NFS-4 Spent Fuel Shipping Containers
a..

At the request of the Transportation Certification Branch of the
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, NMSS of NRC, the inspectors
reviewed the shipment of spent nuclear fuel made on September 4, 1980
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in spent fuel shipping container Model No. NFS-4, Serial No. ID
to determine compliance with Condition 14 stated in USNRC Certificate
of Compliance No. 6698 Revision 11. Condition 14 requires that the
cask inner container dimensions be measured at intervals not to
exceed seven months and that the measurements deviate by no more
+ 0.015 inch comparable to previously established points or the cask
Fust be removed from service.
Based on a record review and from discussions with licensee representatives
the inspector determined that the cask inner container was measured
by the cask owner within the time period specified. The licensee,
Southern California Edison Company (SCE) was Informed by the cask
owner, Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) by letter dated August
22, 1980 that the cask was acceptable for use in accordance with
the conditions of the Certificate of Compliance. On September 4, 1980
an irradiated nuclear reactor fuel element was shipped from San
Onofre to General Electric Company's Morris, Illinois facility in
the 10 cask. On September 5, 1980 NAC informed NRC that reevaluation
of the 1D cask measurements indicated that they ,appeared to exceed
the values specified in Condition 14. NAC notified General Electric
by letter dated September 5, 1980 that the 10 cask was withdrawn
from service and that a request for amendment of the Certificate
of Compliance 6698 would be submitted. On arrival at the Morris
facility there was no indication of release of radioactive materials
from the cask.

No item of noncompliance was identified in review of this matter.
b.

On August 20, 1980 at 9:50 a.m. Tri-State Motor Transit Company
delivered via exclusive use shipment an empty NAC-1E cask (Freight
Bill Number 350320) from Oyster Creek Power Station. The cask,
labeled with a Radioactive Yellow Label III, identified the Transport
Index as 14. In an accompanying document from Battelle Columbus
Laboratory the contents of the cask were described as solid metallic
oxides containing less than 3.0 curies of 144 Ce, 106 Ru, 134 Cs
and 137 Cs.
The cask was surveyed in accordance with Radiation Protection Procedure
S-VII-1.13 at 11:00 a.m. on August 20, 1980. The survey determined
that the dose rate measured in the tractor sleeper was 4.4 mrem/hr.
Since this exceeded the 2.0 mrem/hr value specified in 49 CFR 173.393(j)(4)
the licensee notified the carrier, shipper, Department of Transportation
and NRC by 3:00 p.m. that afternoon. The maximum emovable contamination
measured extegior to the cask was 7,710 dpm/100 cm beta gamma and
35 dpm/100 cm alpha. These levels did not exceed the reporting
limits specified in 10 CFR 20.205.
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The licensee representative contacted the cask owner to discuss
why the radiation levels exceeded the limits and to establish a
course of action necessary to make the cask available for use.
The licensee expressed concern that the cask contents may not be
compatible with his systems and solicited assurance from the owner
regarding this matter.
In a letter to the licensee dated August 28, 1980 the cask owner,
Nuclear Assurance Corporation (NAC) outlined a proposed plan to
accomplish decontamination of the NAC 1E cask. The intent of the
plan was to identify the source of radiation and isotopic content
of material in the cask cavity.
On September 4, 1980 NAC representatives arrived at San Onofre
and met with licensee representatives to discuss their plan of action.
They intended to move the cask to the decon area of the Fuel Handling
building, survey the upper impact limiter, lid closure bolts, remove
valve port covers, remove lower drain valve assembly and take a
sample of crud at the base of the cask cavity for isotopic and
transuranic analysis.
The Chemistry/Radiation Protection Foreman assigned to radwaste,
stated to the inspector that the likelihood of fuel fragments being
present and potential radiological hazard was discussed at this
meeting.
On September 5, 1980 Radiation Exposure Permit (REP) No. 28855
was initiated for "Cask 1E inspection/pull bolts". This REP listed
the general area radiation level as 2 mrem/hr, hot spot radiation
level of 49 r/hr on cask, general contamination of 220 to 2200
dpm/100 cm2 with maximum contamination levels greater than 2200
dpm/100 cm and airborne activity less than 0.01 the maximum permissible
concentration. The REP required coveralls over street clothes, gloves,
plastic booties and rubber shoe covers, three pocket dosimeters and
a finger dosimeter. In addition the following direction was provided,
"Contact H.P. tech to cover work and monitor radiation levels when
pulling bolts."
A contractor health physics technician assigned to the containment
was called by another technician and told to provide radiation
monitoring for individuals working under REP 28855. The Chemistry/
Radiation Foreman stated that he was not aware of this technician's
qualifications and said he was selected merely because he was assigned
in the area.
The inspectors interviewed this technician, reviewed his resume
and concluded that he did not meet the requirements stated in Technical
Specification 6.3, "Qualifications" in that he did not have two
years of experience in power reactor health physics as is required
in ANSI 18.1, 1971 for technicians in responsible positions. He
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was not familiar with the operating characteristics of the survey
instrument (Xetex Fission Pole) and had not been trained in use
of that instrument. He had no familiarity with irradiated fuel
shipping casks. He received no briefing or instruction with regard
to the potential hazard associated with the NAC 1E cask or what
procedure or actions were going to be performed.
The technician was responsible for performing radiation surveys
and taking action to control the hazard identified. He was not
continuously supervised.
Failure to provide a qualified technician in a responsible position
represents noncompliance with Technical Specification 6.3 (50-206/
80-26-06).
The NAC representatives suspected that a hot particle may have been
lodged in the lid bolt holes. Each lid bolt was removed using an
impact wrench and a radiation survey performed. No engineering
controls were implemented to prevent the potential spread of contamination,
no respiratory protection was worn and no air samples were taken
in the area. The health physics technician surveyed each bolt hole
with the Xetec and reported two holes read 11 r/hr and 22 r/hr respectfully.
The bolts read between 50 to 150 mr/hr at contact. Smears taken
in the holes read less than 10 mr/hr.
The individuals concluded that a hot particle trapped in the bolt
hole was not the cause of the high dose rate in front of the cask

but rather something contained within the cask. The high dose rates
in two bolt holes were explained in terms of radiation streaming
from the cask vent line penetration.
Next, the drain valve port covers were removed. The port containing
a drain valve was found not to be highly radioactive. The other
port in which the drain valve had been replaced with a pipe plug
was surveyed and found to read 2 r/hr at the cask edge and 30-40
r/hr in the 4" diameter by 12" deep port. A plastic bag was taped
under the port to contain any debris. A socket wrench with extended
drive was procured to remove the pipe plug. The plan was to remove
the plug, then using a paper smear on the end of a brush, collect
a sample of crud from within the dry drain line.
When the pipe plug was loosened tainted water began to flow from
the port. The plug was immediately tightened and the flow of water
stopped. About 200-300 ml of water and crud were caught in the
plastic bag. A survey of the bag indicated 50 to 100 r/hr at contact.
The NAC representatives then reached inside the drain port and wiped
up about one third of the standing residue with a piece of absorbent
paper. The absorbent paper was placed in a polyethelene bag and
surveyed. The bag read about 300 r/hr on contact. The individual's
glove read 4-6 r/hr and was removed and placed in the bag. The
bag was removed, carried by the health physics technician and placed
behind the spent fuel pool filter shield.

At that point it was decided to collect a sample of liquid from
the bag taped under the port. The Chemistry/Radiation Protection
Foreman provided a 10 ml sample vial. The NAC representative using
a pair of pliers and wearing additional protective clothing including
eye protection dipped the vial into the liquid and collected about
8 ml of the tainted liquid.
The liquid sample read 4 r/hr at contact using the Xetec.
individuals then left the area for lunch.

The

During this evolution no air samples were taken to evaluate the
potential airborne radioactivity. No surveys other than the Xetec
readings were made. The Xetec does not measure beta dose or alpha
contamination present.
On leaving the Fuel Handling building both individuals were found
to be highly contaminated in their protective clothing. No survey results
were available except that they recalled the personnel survey instrument
read full scale. After their anti contamination clothing was removed
they were found to be contaminated on their face, head, back and
legs. Nasal smears from one individual indicated that he had inhaled
radioactive materials. They showered three times and one individual
received a whole body count before going to lunch. The whole body

count data was not evaluated in terms of the major gamma emitting

isotope present. The individuals turned in their finger rings and
went to lunch.
Radiation Protection Procedure S-VII-1.8, Revision 2, dated January
10, 1979, "Decontamination Procedure-Personnel" states in section
E.1 that: "A record of any skin contamination shall be made in
the personnel decontamination log book. The entry shall include
name, date, time, work location, cpm of contaminated area before
and after decontamination, and notice if person was given a whole
body scan."
Review of the personnel decontamination log entries for September
5, 1980 indicates that one individual was contaminated on the "left
knee 10K, back of neck 2K, right side of face at eye 30K". The
other individual was recorded as, "small of back 2000 cpm".
The log book entry did not include nasal smear results, whether
the contamination was checked for alpha activity, the time, work
location, results of survey after decontamination, and notice If
the persons were given a whole body scan.
The Chemistry Radiation Protection Foreman recalled telling the
individuals not to start work on the NAC 1E cask after lunch until
checking with him. The Chemistry Radiation Protection Foreman
did not terminate or amend the REP.
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After lunch the NAC.representatives did not contact the Chemistry
Radiation Protection Foreman. They donned additional protective
clothing including two sets of coveralls, 4 or 5 pairs of gloves
and half face respirators and returned to the Fuel Handling Building
to decontaminate the cask and pick up the waste.
They contacted another contractor supplied health physics technician
assigned to the containment and informed him they needed his coverage
while they cleaned up the cask. This technician did not check their
REP. He was not briefed on the hazards associated with the job.
He also used a Xetec instrument and was not familiar with its'
limitations. He recalls a dose rate of about 44 r/hr as measured
with the Xetec inside the port. Based on this information and
knowing the individual was wearing a hand dosimeter he permitted
the NAC representative to wipe out the port with his hand using
wet swabs. He did not measure the beta dose rate or the alpha
contamination present.
The NAC representative wet swabs with alcohol and proceeded to wipe
out the remaining liquid and residue from the port. The health
physics technician recalls these swabs read 1-3 r/hr. The port
access covers were replaced and the bags of waste including the
one containing liquid was placed behind the spent fuel pool filter
shield.
During the decontamination no air samples were taken.
The Chemistry/Radiation Protection Foreman arranged for a shielded
container for the sample vial and a shielded drum for the waste to
be delivered to the Turbine Deck outside the Fuel Handling Building.
During the wait period the NAC representatives removed their respirators.
On arrival of the sample shield, the vial was transferred into it and
removed from the area. When the shielded waste drum was placed on
the Turbine Deck each bag of waste from behind the spent fuel pool
filter shield was surveyed. The bag containing the 300 r/hr smear
had decreased to 50 r/hr. The bag with water decreased to 30 r/hr.
The NAC represggtatives concluded these decreases in dose rate were
the result of Kr offgassing.
A NAC representative hand carried the bags of waste to the shielded
container. Because the bags would not fit into the shield cavity
he stated that he held his breath, turned his head, pushed the bags
into the cavity while puncturing them with a screwdriver. Both
the health physics technician and the Chemistry/Radiation Protection
Foreman were in the immediate vicinity at this time, however neither
observed this act.
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The NAC representatives then left the area. Both found that they
were again contaminated. The contamination was located on their
face, head and shoulders. They recalled levels of about 9000 cpm
on their face. One individual recalled contamination on nasal
smears. They again decontaminated themselves but were not told
to get a whole body count or submit a bioassay sample. They turned
in their finger ring dosimeters and left the facility.
Review of the personnel decontamination log indicates no entry
was made for the personnel contamination received by these individual
on the afternoon of September 5, 1980.
Failure to adhere to Radiation Protection Procedure S-VII-1.8 with respect
to personnel contamination entries represents noncompliance with Technical
Specification Section 6.11, Radiation Protection Program (50-206/80-26-07).
One milliliter of the collected liquid sample was diluted and analyzed
by the licensee at 2:30 p.m. on September 6, 1980. The sample
activity is noted below.
Spent Fuel Cask Drain Sample
Activity

Isotope
144

133
Xe
109
10 Cd
134Co9.35
85 SrCs
851.89
137CS
95 Zr
Nb.63
TOTAL

6.77 E-1 mCi/ml + 0.77%
3.47 E-2 mCi/ml + 5.77%
21.2%
2.65 E-3 mCi/ml
5.28%
E-3 mCi/ml
0.7%
2.72 E-1 mCi/ml
8.52
mCi/ml 7 1.16%0.7
E-2 m//1+
3.47 E-2
E+ mCi/ml + 1.16%
3.15 E-1 mCi/m
0.57
'
8.10 E-3 mCi/m+ 13.43%
E-2 mCi/ml +4.11%
20.32 mCi/ml

The remaining portion of the sample was sent to General Atomic's
facility several days later. The results of their analysis is
summarized below.
Gross gamma actiEvity
Gross alpha activity
90 Sr
242 Cm
244 Cm
238 Pu 241 Am
239 Pu

480
14
90
7.0
4.0
2.4
0.5

uCi/m
uCi/mi
uCi/m
uCi/m
uCi/m
uCi/m
uCi/m1
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At the conclusion of NAC's activities on September 5, 1980 a survey
of the cask and decon pad area was made and documented. The survey
was made by taking a two square foot smear with a "maslin" cloth.
The results are noted below.
NAC 1E Cask and Areas Smears

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Location

Beta Gamma

Upper ledge above drain port
Hand hole cover
Deck around cask
Cask pad
Exit from fuel pool area
Off cask pad heading toward door
Part way from cask pad to door
Deck in front of step-off-pad
Step-off-pad

400,000 dpm
100,000 dpm
2 mr/15 mrad/hr
20 mr/170 mrad/hr
4 mr/35 mrad/hr
3,000 dpm
100,000 dpm
250,000 dpm
1,000 dpm

The health physics technicians permitted the NAC representatives
to directly handle this highly radioactive material based only on
the gamma radiation measurements made with the Xetec instrument.
They assumed since the individuals hand would be in contact for
a short period of time only a small extremity dose would result
and would be measured by the finger dosimeters.
The finger dosimeter worn consisted of a lithium fluoride chip
attached to a finger ring. The ring was worn such that the chip
faced the palm of the workers right hand.
The dose measured by these thermoluminescent dosimeters was reported
to the individuals In letter dated September 11, 1980.
The licensee's evaluation dated September 9, 1980 summarized the
finger ring results as noted below:
Individual A
First entry
Second entry

3930 mrem
none

Total Extremity Exposure 3930 mrem

Individual B
590 mrem
12600 mrem
13190 mrem

The evaluation concluded that the 18.75 rem hand dose limit of 10
CFR 20.101 had not been exceeded.
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Lithium fluoride TLD-100 chips used by these workers are not calibrated
to measure betg 5dose. 14 he inj ctor 9jes
a thg 0major isg5opes known
to be present
Kr,
Ce,
Cs,
Cs,
Sr and
Y all
emit beta radiation. A representative of the licensee's dosimetry
vendor informed the inspector that the TLD 100 finger rings would
be expected to significantly under respond to the beta dose present
from a mixture of these isotopes.

Using the recorded gamma dose rate of 44 r/hr and Individual B's
estimated contact time of 3 minutes one could estimate a gamma
dose of 2.2 rem to the hand. This then would require an evaluation
of the remaining 10.4 rem. If this 10.4 rem measured by the TLD-100
was due to beta radiation then a survey or evaluation of this dose
must be made to establish how much the actual hand dose was underestimated.

Failure to perform a survey or evaluation of the radiation hazard
incident to handling this highly radioactive material as necessary
to comply with the extremity radiation dose limits specified in
10 CFR 20.101 represents noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.201(b) "Surveys"
(50-206/80-26-08).

The.hazardous nature of the radioactive material suspected of being
present in the NAC-1E cask was discussed with licensee management
including representatives of the Chemistry and Radiation Protection
Department in advance of the job and yet no engineering controls
were implemented or approved respiratory protective devices used
to limit the intake of radioactive materials when action was performed
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resulting in the dispersal of these materials. In addition no measurements
of the concentration of radioactive material in the air in the
vicinity of the workers was made. Further, appropriate measurements
of radioactivity in the body and measurements of radioactivity excreted
from the body as necessary for timely detection and assessment
of the individuals intake were not made as of the inspector's visit.
Failure to make such measurements re resents noncompliance with
10 CFR 20.103(a)(3) (50-206/80-26-09).
On October 2, 1980 NRC Region V issued
confirming actions the licensee agreed
exposure associated with this cask and
uptake of radioactivity by individuals
4.

an Immediate Action letter
to take to minimize further
to promptly evaluate the
involved.

Radiation Protection During Steam Generator Repair
a.

Planning and Preparation
NRC Inspection Report 50-206/80-23 documented the state of radiation
protection planning as of August 22, 1980. A management meeting
was held at the NRC Region V office on September 5, 1980 to discuss
additional measures considered necessary to ensure adequate radiological
preparations for the steam generator repair activity. These measures
were documented in an Immediate Action Letter dated September 5, 1980.
The inspectors Interviewed individuals, reviewed records, and conducted
several tours of the restricted area to establish the licensees
response to each item of the letter.
1.

Senior corporate -level management attention to the San Onofre
radiation protection program Is readily apparent. Evidence
of corporate support is noted below.
-

Meetings between the Vice President, Nuclear Engineering
and Operations and the Managers of Nuclear Operations,
Nuclear Engineering and Safety, and Quality Assurance
have been held to discuss the radiation protection program.
In addition, internal memoranda indicates the Corporate
Officers and the Board of Directors have been informed of
the conclusions of these meetings.

-

Effective September 1, 1980 the licensee reorganized
the Nuclear Engineering and Operations Department creating
the position of Supervisor Health Physics and Emergency
Planning reporting to the Manager, Nuclear Engineering
and Safety. Recognizing the need to fill this position
expeditiously the licensee contracted with Proto-Power
Management Corporation to supply qualified individuals
until a permanent selection can be made. The inspector

*
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interviewed two representatives of Proto Power Management
Corporation, reviewed their efforts at San Onofre to date,
and concluded their contribution can result in meaningful
improvement of the radiation protection program.
-

2.

Additional resources in the form of money and manpower
have been made available to the Supervisor Chemistry
and Radiation Protection. These include; radiation protection
consultants for ALARA engineering and procedure review,
radioactive waste disposal contractors, and some 60 contractor
health physics technicians. Considerable supplies, including
portable radiation protection equipment, anti-contamination
clothing and dosimetric devices have arrived on site.

The licensee's response to the Health Physics Appraisal Inspection
was reviewed by corporate level management and submitted to
Region V on September 30, 1980. This 29 page document responded
to each finding of the Appraisal inspection.

3. An individual qualified in accordance with Technical Specification
6.3.1 has been assigned as Supervisor Chemistry and Radiological
Protection for the duration of the Unit 1 outage.
4.

There is considerable evidence that the licensee is utilizing
the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant
to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear
Power Stations Will be as Low as is Reasonably Achievable".
Examples include assignment of an ALARA Coordinator, ALARA
design reviews, dose objective and goal monitoring, temporary
shielding, use of mock ups, and equipment dry runs.

Based on the above, the inspector concludes that the licensee is
responding to the identified weaknesses and to the commitments
expressed in the September 5, 1980 letter.
b.

Qualification and Training
Technical Specification 6.3 "Facility Staff Qualification" requires
that each member of the facility staff meet or exceed the minimum
qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971. ANSI N-18.1-1971 "Selection
and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants" states in Section
4.5.2 that technicians in responsible positions must have a minimum
of two years of working experience in their specialty.
The licensee has integrated some 60 health physics contractor personnel
into the facility staff to meet the demands of the steam generator
repair. The inspector reviewed the resumes of four technicians.
Each technician was then interviewed in the presence of the Supervisor
Chemistry and Radiation Protection. None of the technicians had

read the resume of their qualifications and experience supplied
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to the licensee by their employer. Three individuals made substantive
corrections to their resumes. Three individuals did not have two
years of experience in power reactor health physics.
The licensee has not established a mechanism to ensure contractors
integrated into the facility staff meet the qualification requirements.
The licensee has not defined which health physics technicians are
in responsible positions. The interviews indicated that with one
exception the technicians not meeting the qualification requirements
were not acting in responsible positions. The exception was described
in Paragraph 3 of this report.
The Chemistry and Radiation Protection Supervisor was cautioned
by the inspector to insure that contractor radiation protection
personnel not only meet the qualification requirements but are
capable of performing their assigned tasks.
The inspector reviewed the radiation protection training being
provided for transient workers assigned to the steam generator
repair activity against the requirements specified in 10 CFR 19.12,
"Instruction to Workers" and recommendations expressed in USNRC
Regulatory Guide 8.8.
The training consists of classroom instruction, handouts, practice
radiological controls, time trials on steam generator mockups and
written tests. Each trainee is evaluated and reinstruction performed
as necessary.
The names of ten individuals who had worked inside the steam generators
were selected at random and documentation of their training verified.
Records for four individuals could not be located during the inspection.
The licensee representative attested that the individuals had received
the training. The inspector observed that inefficient control of
training records not only made verification of individuals training
difficult but also resulted in delays of work since individuals
could not be granted access to the controlled area without receiving
training.
No item of noncompliance was identified in this area.
c.

Exposure Control
The exposure records of ten individuals selected at random were
reviewed to determine compliance with regulatory requirements expressed
in 10 CFR 20.101 permissible doses, 10 CFR 20.102 exposure history,
and 10 CFR 20.202 personnel monitoring.
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Although this limited review did not reveal an example of noncompliance
it did identify program weaknesses which could lead to noncompliance.
Radiation Protection Procedure S-VII-1.19, Revision 2, dated January
10, 1979, "Personnel Monitoring" and Form 242 did not clearly require
sufficient information to meet the intent of 10 CFR 20.102(a),
"Determination of prior dose". This was brought to the licensee's
attention during the first inspection period covered in this report.
The inspector also brought to the licensee's attention the fact that
merely asking a worker to record his previous occupational dose history
does not constitute a reasonable effort to obtain exposure reports
when completing an NRC Form 4 or equivalent.
The licensee radiation protection procedures do not clearly describe
how or when personnel monitoring for skin or extremity exposure
should be accomplished. With regard to steam generator repair
the workers are being properly monitored in accordance with 10 CFR 20.202.
During the second half of the inspection the inspector observed
that the licensee had initiated revision of S-VII-1.19 and Form
242 to remedy these perceived weaknesses.

Several tours of the restricted area Including the containment
sphere were made to evaluate the licensees exposure control practices.
Considerable effort has been expended in placement of temporary
shielding in the containment to reduce dose rates in areas around
the steam generators. Separate access control points have been
established and adequately staffed.

Much of the steam generator repair is performed in a "hurry up and
wait" mode from a personnel control point of view. This can result
in a lack of attentiveness on the part of assigned personnel. On
September 25, 1980 the technician assigned to check the placement
of dosimetry devices at the containment access point appeared to
be asleep. The licensee representative took immediate corrective
action. On October 14, 1980 the inspector observed one worker
sitting in a 25 mR/hr field and two workers in the prone position
nearby in a 2 mR/hr field inside containment near the "B".steam
generator. The workers indicated that there had been a holdup in
their job and they had been in waiting about one and a half hours.
The inspector informed the licensee representative that it is unacceptable
for individuals to receive.unnecessary dose. The individuals were
directed to leave the containment and wait Ina lower background
area until they are ready to work.
The inspector stressed the importance of personnel control to licensee
management on September 26 and October 17, 1980 in terms of monitoring
unnecessary dose to workers.
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d.

Respiratory Protection Program
Removable surface contamination inside the 2steam generator channel
heads has een measured at 3.39 uCi/100 cm beta gamma-and 2.7 E-3
uCi/100 cm alpha. Measurements of airborne activity in these areas
are usually less than the values specified in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B,
Table 1, however since the potential for intake is very high the
licensee has implemented a respiratory protection requirement for
all individuals who enter the channel heads.
The inspector reviewed several of the requirements specified by
Regulatory Guide 8.15, "Acceptable Programs for Respiratory Protection"
as necessary for a licensee to make allowance for use in estimating
exposure to individuals.
Reg. Guide 8.15 sectionC.4.h. requires a determination prior to
assignment of any individual to tasks requiring respiratory protection
that the individual is physically able to perform the work using
respiratory protective equipment. Detailed guidance as to what
factors should be considered in making this determination are presented
in section 7.4 of NUREG-0041, "Manual of Respiratory Protection
Against Airborne Radioactive Materials". The inspector toured the
medical screening facility made available and operated by Atlantic
Nuclear Services to make this determination for workers assigned
to San Onofre. Based on this tour and from record review and discussion
with the Registered Nurse present the inspector concluded the
determinations are being made in accordance with the recommended
guidance.
The licensee is using a supplied air hood which has been approved
by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
Workers are being trained in the use of this hood including the
opportunity to don the hood while dressed in anti-contamination clothing
and perform a simulated entry into a channel head using the steam
generator mockup.
While monitoring this training on September 25, 1980 the inspector
observed that standard red pneumatic hose with Chicago fittings
were used to deliver respirable air from the filtered, monitored
portion of the service air system at the Mockup Building to the breathing
air distribution boxes. Within four feet of the breathing air
supply connections Chicago.fittings were available on the unfiltered,
unmonitored portion of the service air system making it possible
to introduce gases other than pure breathing air into the respirable
air system. The requirements of Reg. Guide 8.15 and section 9.8
of NUREG-0041 which states "All fittings and components shall be
standardized so that the introduction of gases other than pure
breathing air or pure breathing oxygen into a respirator system
is impossible" were brought to the attention of the licensee's contractor.
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The inspector toured the containment with the Supervisor Chemistry
and Radiation Protection on September 25, 1980 to determine if
similar conditions exist for respiratory protection equipment being
used for steam generator work. During the tour the inspector observed
that red pneumatic hoses equipped with Chicago fittings were used
throughout the restricted area on several different.fluid systems
including those with radioactive materials present.
The breathing air distribution boxes located at each steam generator
platform were connected to the breathing air portion of the service
air system using red hoses with Chicago fittings. One of three
hoses inspected was "Caution" tagged warning individuals that it
supplied breathing air. Since many hoses were found to have Chicago
fittings and since some of these hoses contained non-respirable
fluids or gases it was possible to introduce other than pure breathing
air into the respirator system being used for the steam generator
work.
Failure to control respirable air quality as stipulated in Reg.
Guide 8.15 represents noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.103(c) (50-206/
80-26-10).
The licensee took immediate corrective action by "Caution" tagging
all breathing air lines to prevent cross contamination until .unique
standardized fittings could be procured for the breathing air system.
The air quality was verified to meet Grade E standards as recommended
by NUREG-0044 section 5.2.4.1.by samples taken on October'11, 1980.
On October 14, 1980 during tours of the restricted area the inspector
observed new hoses with unique fittings standardized to the breathing
air systems were being used.
e.

Posting and Control of Radiation and Radioactive Materials
During tours of the restricted areas the inspectors made observations
and independent surveys as necessary to determine compliance with
the following requirements.
Requirement
10 CFR 19.11
CFR 20.203
10 CFR 20.303
Technical Specification 6.11

0II

Subject
Posting of notices to workers.
Caution signs label signals and
controls.
Disposal by release into sanitary
sewerage systems.
Radiation Protection Program
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The following observations were made during the first part of this
inspection.
-

Forms NRC-3, "Notice to Employees" posted pursuant to 10 CFR
19.11 were out of date in that a June 1977 revision containing
a no longer in service NRC telephone number was used through
the facility.

-

Low level radioactive materials were stored on open deck grating
above the sanitary sewerage treatment plant.
Temporary radioactive material controlled areas were extended
into normally clean areas of the restricted area.

-

Low level radioactive waste containers appeared to be accumulating
throughout the exclusion areas.
Access to the containment via the emergency egress hatch was
being observed by a guard located about 50 feet away and outside
the exclusion area fence.
An unlabeled, closed 55 gallon black drum emitting 1.2 mr/hr
at the surface as measured with NRC survey instrument Serial

No. 8172, due for calibration on December 4, 1980 was found
by the inspector on September 22, 1980 outside the controlled
area near the spare transformer within the restricted area.
The licensee surveyed the barrel and reported an average reading
of 0.5 mr/hr at 3" from the surface of the barrel. The barrel
was immediately moved to the radwaste processing area. The
barrel was opened and found to contain contaminated hoses and
equipment from the containment. The licensee estimated the
barrel to have contained 0.3 mCi of licensed radioactive
material.
Failure to label a container of licensed radioactive material represents
noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.203(f) (50-206/80-26-11).
Tours of the restricted area made during the second half of the
inspection, (October 14-17, 1980) indicated the licensee had taken
the following actions.
The most recent reviston (January 80) of Form NRC-3 was posted
in place of the outdated revision.
The majority of low level radioactive wastes stored over the

sewerage treatment plant had been removed.
-

Temporary radioactive material controlled areas described

above were removed and the area decontaminated.
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Extensive clean up of the exclusion area had taken place.
The guard assigned to control access to the containment via

the emergency hatch had been relocated inside the fence thereby
increasing his effectiveness.
-

Containers of radioactive material were labeled as required.

Posting and control of radioactive materials appeared to have been
significantly improved during the second half of the inspection.
f.

Surveys
From review of survey data and discussion with licensee representatives
the following observations are noted.
Failure of the licensee to utilize beta calibration sources
results in erroneous nonpenetrating survey results. This
may have contributed to the items of noncompliance cited in
Paragraph 3 and 4 of this report.
The inspector discussed this problem with licensee representatives
and suggested they review two technical publications describing
portable survey instrument response to non-penetrating radiation.
REPs at the steam generator control point on September 24,
1980 referenced radiation survey data by the statement, "See
current surveys". No survey data was available at the control
point. This was brought to the licensee's attention.
On October 14, 1980 the inspector observed that copies of the
current survey information were available at the control point.
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-

Personnel survey instruments (Friskers) located at Door 16
and the steam generator survey points on September 25, 1980
alarm set points were inappropriately set in that the alarm
was set 500 and 1900 counts per minute above background
respectively. Radiation Protection Procedure S-VII-1.31 states
that the frisker alarm should be set at 1000 counts per minute
above background.
The inspector notes that a set point of 1000 cpm is inconsistent
with the value of 200 cpm stated in Radiation Protection Procedure
S-VII-1.8, "Decontamination Procedure-Personnel" and should
be revised to a level closer to 100 cpm.

Radiation surveys will be reviewed in a subsequent inspection
(50-206/80-26-12).
5.

Exit Interview
The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph
1) at the conclusion of the inspection on October 17, 1980. The inspector
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection.
Although numerous items of concern were brought to the licensee's attention
the inspector stated that considerable improvement in the radiation
protection program was observed during the October 14-17, 1980 period.

